SOON IT'S GONNA RAIN (BAR)
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Hear how the wind begins to whisper, see how the leaves go streaming by

Smell how the velvet rain is falling, out where the fields are warm and dry

Now is the time to run inside and stay

Now is the time to find a hidea-way, where we can stay

Soon it's gonna rain, I can see it, soon it's gonna rain, I can tell

Soon it's gonna rain, what are we gonna do?

Soon it's gonna rain, I can feel it, soon it's gonna rain, I can tell

Soon it's gonna rain, what will we do with you?
p.2. Soon It's Gonna Rain

We'll find four limbs of a tree, we'll build four walls and a floor

Then we'll let it rain, we'll not feel it, then we'll let it rain, rain pell mell

And we'll not com-plain if it never stops at all

We'll live and love with-in our wall, happily, we'll live and love, no cares at all

Happily, we'll live and love with-in our castle wall.
SOON IT'S GONNA RAIN
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G             Gsus             G            Gsus            D7sus
Hear how the wind begins to whisper, see how the leaves go streaming by

G             Gsus             G            Em             A7
Smell how the velvet rain is falling, out where the fields are warm and dry

Am7   A7b9   Am9   Bm7   E7b9
Now is the time to run inside and stay

Am7   A7b9   Am7   Dm9   G7+   C6   C#6   C6   C#6
Now is the time to find a hidea-way, where we can stay

CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   Em7   A7
Soon it's gonna rain, I can see it, soon it's gonna rain, I can tell

Dm9   D9   Dm7   G7   C6   C#6   C6   C#6
Soon it's gonna rain, what are we gonna do?

CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   Em7   A7
Soon it's gonna rain, I can feel it, soon it's gonna rain, I can tell

Dm9   D9   Dm7   G7b9   C6
Soon it's gonna rain, what will we do with you?

Dm7   Em7   F6   G7   CMA9   C6   Em7   Am7
We'll find four limbs of a tree, we'll build four walls and a floor

Dm7   FMA7   Am7   D9   Dm7   G7+
We'll bind it over with leaves, then duck inside to stay

CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   CMA9   C6   Em7   A7
Then we'll let it rain, we'll not feel it, then we'll let it rain, rain pell mell

Dm9   D9   Dm7   G7b9   Em7   A7
And we'll not complain if it never stops at all

Dm7   Em7   F6   G7   Em   F   Em7   A7
We'll live and love with-in our wall, happily, we'll live and love, no cares at all

Dm7   Em7   F6   G7   C6   C#6   C6   C#6   C6   C#6   C6
Happily, we'll live and love with-in our castle wall.